REZZ ANNOUNCES FOURTH ALBUM SPIRAL TO BE
RELEASED THIS FALL

(Los Angeles – September 1st, 2021) DJ/producer Rezz announces fourth album Spiral to be
released this fall via Rezz Music/RCA Records. The first single from the album “Chemical Bond”
with DEATHPACT will be out this Friday, September 3rd via The Orchard. Pre-save HERE.
Rezz says, “My 4th album “Spiral” will showcase an evolved version of my music while also
maintaining a very hypnotic sound which originally captivated my audience”
Rezz will be playing two sold out shows at Red Rocks Amphitheatre in Morrison, CO tomorrow
Thursday, September 2nd and Friday, September 3rd.
Over summer, Rezz teamed up with Dove Cameron to release “Taste of You” which was declared
“…the best electronic collaboration of 2021 to date” by EDM.com while Billboard stated “Their
combined efforts make for a catchy, fairly traditionally structured but nonetheless punch-packing
track that demonstrates the skills of each artist…” Earlier this year Rezz released “Sacrificial” feat.
PVRIS along with the video. Watch HERE. Alternative Press praised the track by calling it “…the
perfect blend of both artists’ strengths and distinct artistry” while EDM.com said “It's both sinister and
ethereal in tone, expertly combining elements of rock and electronica into one powerhouse single.”
About Rezz
26-year-old Canadian DJ/producer Isabelle Rezazadeh AKA Rezz has racked up tens of millions of
streams, sold out legendary venues and headlined top festivals around the world. She oozes

originality and produces genre-bending electronic works, striking a sharp balance between bassheavy and minimal tech compositions. Her first independent project - the adventurous Beyond The
Senses EP - was released in 2019 and garnered praise from Alternative Press, SPIN and Billboard
who called it “her most impactful project to date” and went on to receive The JUNO Award for
Electronic Album of the Year in 2020. She graced the cover of Billboard’s 2019 Dance Issue and has
been attributed as being at the forefront of the dance and rock music crossover. 2020 marked a
banner year for the producer who released her first single through RCA Records “Someone Else”
with Grabbitz which has garnered over 50 million streams worldwide and reached #15 on Alt Radio
in the US and #1 in Canada. Alternative Press praised the song upon its release, including it as the
lead track in their weekly playlist. They called the video “another high point in Rezz’s canon,” saying,
“…the song evokes a sinister groove that will appeal to dance music devotees as well as industrial
rivetheads...” Rezz is heavily featured in a documentary called “Underplayed,” available on Amazon
Prime Video, which highlights the current issues female DJs face in the dance industry.
Follow Rezz:
Official Website | Twitter | Facebook | Instagram
For more information and inquiries on Rezz, please contact:
Kirsten Mikkelson / RCA Records
Kirsten.mikkelson@rcarecords.com

